
01. A method that the opinion of the voters are directly assessed in the countries where the 
representative democracy is exercised is,

(1) the presidential election (2) the parliamentary election

(3) the provincial election (4) the referendum

02. The society which fulfills duties which enjoying rights is,

(1) a democratic society

(2) a society which safeguard the duties and rights

(3) a liberal society

(4) a socialist society

03. The group of people who are organized with the aim of acquiring ruling power of a country is 
known as,

(1) a political party (2) a forced group

(3) the civil society (4) the oposition

04. Select the answer which includes the examples for the countries which have single - party 
system.

(1) Bretain, America, Cuba (2) Cuba, North Korea, China

(3) China, North Korea, America (4) Britain, Cuba, China

05. The entitlements unfavoured by any means which humans recieve at birth to live as a human 
being in the society are,

(1) fundamental rights (2) human rights

(3) civil rights (4) social rights

06. Making government aware of the grievances of the people is a duty of the,

(1) forced groups (2) civil society

(3) free media (4) political parties

07. The law and order is protected and the people are motivated to fulfill the common goals within 
the state by the,

(1) executive (2) legislature

(3) judiciary (4) government

08. What is a reason from the following which causes for the origin of nation state?

(1) Collapsing of capitalist economy (2) Undeveloped economical state

(3) National Cohesion (4) Feudalism

09. What is a special feature of a presidential government from the following?

(1) The executive is elected by the legislature.

(2) The executive is not directly responsible to the legislature

(3) A direct relationship exists between the executive and the legislature.

(4) The legislature has power to remove the executive.

i. This paper is consisted with 40 questions.
ii. Select and mark the most accurate or suitable answer.
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10. The assignment of some of the powers vested in the Central Government upon regional units 
of administration is.

(1) decentralization of power (2) devolution of power

(3) diviation of power (4) decentralization of functions.

11. A quality which a federal state should possess for its effective existence is,

(1) the existence of a bicameral legislature.

(2) the existence of a written constitution.

(3) that all ethnic groups existing with commonality of feeling

(4) the assignment of power of interpretation to the constitution.

12. Select the answer which includes the powers of the Central Government.

A - Foreign affairs B  - National housing and construction

C - Census and statistics D - Social service and rehabilitation

(1) A B (2) B C (3) A C (4) C D

13. The system which was established with the objective of facilitating the administration of the 
Central Government and with the aim of providing an efficient service to the public in Sri 
Lanka is,

(1) Provincial Councils (2) Local Government Bodies

(3) Parliament (4) State Service Commission

14. A reason for collapsing the building up social justice at present is,

(1) efficiency of governance (2) bureaucracy

(3) minimizing of bribery and corruption (4) state administration becoming responsible.

15. Select the answer which has a basic quality of good governance.

(1) State control and administration with corruption and fraud.

(2) Uprooting the independance of the judiciary.

(3) Individuals responsible for the implementation of state control being accountable to the 
public

(4) Acting without transparency.

16. Through the people of a multicultural society acting cohesively,

(1) act so as to display disrespect for other religions.

(2) human freedom is fallen

(3) democracy is confirmed

(4) conflicts are maximized

17. Problems that any economic system has to face are called,

(1) economic problems. (2) basic economic problems.

(3) basic social problems. (4) basic political problems.

18. The correct answer which has the processes taking place in an economy is,

(1) Execution, Distribution, Consumption (2) Production, Distribution, Trade

(3) Production, Trade, Consumption (4) Production, Distribution, Consumption

lRead the given clues and answer the questions 19 and 20.

A - Clothes B - Fertilizer

C - Medicine D - Furniture

E - Timber F - Food stuff

19. Select the answer which has only the Consumer Goods.

(1) A B C (2) B C D (3) A C F (4) C D F

20. Select the answer which has only the Intermidiate Goods.

(1) A B C (2) B D E (3) B D F (4) C D F



21. A point that need to be taken into the consideration in sustainable development is,

(1) minimizing the public participation.

(2) respecting only the own culture.

(3) minimizing the relationship with the future generation.

(4) respecting other cultures.

22. The reasons behind the international conflicts are,

(1) resources, economic benifits expansion of powers.

(2) disrespecting others views, not tolerating others views.

(3) not caring others cultures, not tolerating others views.

(4) not tolerating other religions, disrespecting other religions.

23. Select the answer which includes a characteristic of the method of discussion.

(1) A method of high cost (2) Formal structure.

(3) Late solutions. (4) Personal or confidential environment.

24. Bargaining and amicable settlement are mostly used to,

(1) solve labour conflicts and industrial conflicts.

(2) solve family conflicts and conflicts between employee and employer.

(3) solve the conflicts among countries or within the countries.

(4) solve the conflicts among institutions or within the institution.

25. A socail trait a person should have in settling disputes is,

(1) kindness (2) effective communication

(3) patience (4) listening

26. Law is seen as a system of rights and obligations enforced by the state by,

(1) John Austin (2) John Lock (3) T. H. Green (4) G.D.H. Cole

27. Select the correct answer which has the sources of law.

A - Different statutes B - Views of Philosophers

C - Rituals D - Judgements

(1) A B (2) A D (3) C D (4) B D

28. Jurisdiction which hears and determines an offence made by Judicial Service Commission 
belong to,

(1) the Supreme Court (2) the Court of Appeal

(3) the High Court (4) the District Court

29. The method which has been taken in order to safeguard the fundemental rights and other rights 
of citizen from begin violated by the executive or administrative affairs is,

(1) the establishment of Supreme Court

(2) the establishment of Human Rights Commission

(3) the establishment of the post of Ombudsman.

(4) refering to the International Court.

30. A feature that can be seen in a society where the rule of law has been established is,

(1) dispensing law impartially with a delay

(2) treating everyone inequally before the law.

(3) treating ignorance of the law as an excuse.

(4) the availability of an independent judicial system

31. A democratic proposal that marked a turning point in political history of Sri Lanka which was 
given by Donoughmore Reforms in 1931 is,

(1) the bicameral legislature

(2) National State Council

(3) exercising a Board of Ministers headed by Prime Minister.

(4) the establishment of Governor.



32. In addition which was implemented when the Second Republican Constitution of 1978 was 
being compiled is,

(1) the establishment of State Service Commission

(2) the introduction of the chapter of fundemental rights.

(3) the introduction of Proportional Representation system.

(4) the implementation of the Board of Ministers headed by Prime Minister.

lRead the given clues and answer the questions 33 and 34

A - Engage in a productive profession

B - Prevent conflicts

C - Safeguard freedom, equity and rights.

D - Tolerate and respect others views.

E - Solve problems through discussion

F - Refrain from misusing public welfare.

33 Select the answer which includes the responsibilities of a citizen which contribute to maintain 
national security.

(1) A B C (2) A C F (3) B D E (4) B D F

34. Select the answer which includes the responsibilities of a citizen which help to maintain social 
development.

(1) A B C (2) A C E (3) B D E (4) B D F

35 The Protocol which was added to the International Convent on Civil and Polotical Rights with 
the objective of abolishing capital punishment is,

(1) The First Optional Protocol.

(2) The Second Optional protocol

(3) The International Convent on Civil and Political Rights.

(4) The Protocol about the Convent on Economic Social and Cultural Rights.

36. Select the answer which has a child right which is assured by the Convention on child Rights.

(1) Freedom for going any place (2) Freedom for assisting any friend.

(3) Freedom of expression (4) Freedom for working one's own views

37. The organization which was origined with the objective of bringing social equity for the 
working population in 1919 is,

(1) International Labour Organization

(2) International Red Cross Organization

(3) International Human Rights Protection Organization

(4) International Labour Rights Protection Organization

38. For sustainable development,

(1) environment is at the centre of concerns

(2) human beings are at the centre of concerns.

(3) atmosphere is at the centre of concerns.

(4) hydrosphere is at the centre of concerns

39. A department that deals with environmental protection in Sri Lanka is,

(1) Environment Conservation Department

(2) Marine Environment Protection Authority

(3) Marine Bureau

(4) Geological Planning Department

40. Other than the family unit the most important institution that contributes to build up a person's 
life in a proper manner is,

(1) the temple (2) the school (3) the university (4) the society



01. (i) Name two philosophers who performed the ideas on democracy.

(ii) Write two tasks of the legislature inside the present government.

(iii) Write two examples for the countries which have Unitary Governments.

(iv) Name two forms of power

(v) Write two factors that influenced Sri Lanka for the existence of a multicultural 

society.

(vi) Write two main characteristics of a transformational economy.

(vii) Name the two categories of the internal conflicts of a country.

(viii) Name two chiefs who exercise the law.

(ix) Name the bicameral legislature which was established under the Soulbury 

Constitutional Reforms in 1947.

(x) Name the two parts which the duties can be devided.

02. (i) Write two problems arising out of implementing direct democracy at present states.

(02 m.)

(ii) Write three tasks of the opposition to make a democratic rule a success. (03 m.)

(iii) Mention three responsibilities of the government towards citizen and explain one of 

them. (06 m.)

03. (i) Write the two main techniques employed in production. (02 m.)

(ii) Name three production factors. (03 m.)

(iii) Write three advantages for Sri Lanka from the on going development activities and 

explain one of them. (05 m.)

lFirst question is compulsory. Write all together five questions including the first question and another 
four questions.
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04. (i) Write two areas which can be directed to create mental peace. (02 m.)

(ii) Name three roots of conflicts. (03 m.)

(iii) Mention three qualities of a mediator and explain one of them. (05 m.)

05. (i) Write two characteristics of law. (02 m.)

(ii) Name the three main types that the domestic law can be divided. (03 m.)

(iii) i. Write three jurisdicti of the Supreme Court. (03 m.)

ii. Write two jurisdicti of the Court of Appeal. (02 m.)

06. (i) Write two Local Authorities which are exercising in Sri Lanka. (02 m.)

(ii) Write the three main themes which the tasks are assigned to Local Authorities in Sri 

Lanka. (03 m.)

(iii) Mention three uses of Provincial Councils and Local Government Bodies and explain 

one of them. (05 m.)

07. (i) Write two measures which are taken for the protection of women's rights by Sri 

Lanka. (02 m.)

(ii) Write three matters which were recieved the attention when preparing the convention 

on Child Rights. (03 m.)

(iii) i. Write two Civil Rights of People (02 m.)

ii. Write three Political Rights of people. (03 m.)



Answer paper - paper I

Paper - II 
(1 x 40 = 40)

01. (i) Abraham Lincoln, Sealer

(ii) Promulgation of laws, Financial administration, Control the executive.

(iii) Sri Lanka, France, Great Bretain.

(iv) Political power, administrative power, social power, economic power

(v) Location, Migrations, Invasions, Arrival of various nations for trade, Import of labourers. 

(vi) Liberalization of the economy.

Encouragement of  Private enterprises.... (page 75)

(vii) Universal conflicts, Intricate conflicts.

(viii) Attorney General, Minister of Justice, Chief Justice

(ix) House of Representatives, Senate

(x) Legal duties, Moral duties.

02. (i) The large land masses of present states.

Immense population of present states...... (page 4)

(ii) Assist the government in their good work

Investigate the work of government and give constructive criticism

Oppose the government in antidemocratic policies

Act to establish a better alternative government.

(iii) Protection of law and order.

Safeguarding the principle of equality.

Protecting and safeguarding the environment .... stc.  (page 22)

03. (i) Capital Intensive, Labour Intensive

(ii) Land, Labour, Capital, Entrepreneurship

(iii) Rise in employment opportunities.

Development of infrastractaral activities

Broadening of new job market ... etc  (page 82)

04. (i) Turn to religious activities

Psychological exercise

Counselling

Observe the natural environment

(ii) Ethnicity, Politics, Peligious concepts, Socio economic conditions

(iii) A good listener, Fidelity, Dedication, Honesty, Unbiased nature .. etc (page 98)
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05. (i) Laws should be fair and just.

Contravention of law is a punishable offence..... etc. (page 02)

(ii) Constitutional law, Criminal law, Civil law

(iii) i. Final appellate jurisdiction

Jurisdiction of making Supreme Court rules.

Consultative Jurisdiction ... etc. (page 09)

ii. Jurisdiction to try Parliamentary Election Petitions.

Jurisdiction to grant and issue writs.  (Page 10)

06. (i) Municipal Council, Urban Council, Pradeshiya sabha

(ii) Public roads, Public health, public utility services

(3) Accelerating regional development

Preparing the background for producing regional and national level leaders.

Possibility of identifying public utility services easily .. etc   (page 41)

07. (i) Preperation of a Women's Charter in 1993

Establishment off a seperate ministry concerning women's affairs ........ ect.  (page59)

(ii) Protection, Survival, Development, Participation

(iii) i. Right of freedom of thoughts, conscience and religion

Right to travel

Right to free from inhuman treatment..... etc

ii. Right for free expression

Right to vote for any person.... etc  (page 53)
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